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Question: 1
Call Detail Recording (CDR) has been set up to capture data from multiple BCM systems. Which
statement is true about what happens when the assigned disk space, which was set for CDR,
nears capacity?
A. New files are not captured until disk space becomes available.
B. The oldest files are automatically deleted until free space minimums are reached.
C. The oldest files are automatically sent to an archive file until free space minimums are
reached.
D. New files are buffered into a holding file and cannot be processed until disk space becomes
available.
Answer: B
Question: 2
An administrator of a BCM network wants to have the different BCM systems automatically send
Call Detail Recording (CDR) streams to a server. Which functionality will support this
requirement?
A. The 'pull' functionality of CDR
B. The 'push' functionality of CDR
C. The 'admin' functionality of CDR
D. The 'remote' functionality of CDR
Answer: B
Question: 3
A customer who has a small business wants to install a BCM50 system. They have a few digital
telephones, but are considering installing a few more. How many digital stations can be
supported on the main module?
A. 8
B. 12
C. 16
D. 32
Answer: B
Question: 4
What is the maximum number of digital sets that can be supported on a DS30 resource?
A. 16
B. 20
C. 32
D. 48
Answer: C
Question: 5
Your client is a small business that has a BCM 400. They want to install a Digital Mobility phone
system with multiple handsets. Which number of channels does the BCM 400 support?
A. 14 to 126 channels with a repeater
B. 8 to 64 channels without a repeater
C. 8 to 64 channels with or without a repeater
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